Accounting Data Structure Dependent Control Flow Inference for
Process Mining in Financial Audits

Abstract
The increasing integration of computer technology for the processing of business transactions and
the growing amount of generated financially relevant data in organizations create new challenges
for external auditors who are responsible to assess the true and fairness of financial statements.
The availability of digital data opens up new opportunities for innovative audit procedures. Process
mining can be used as a novel data analysis technique to support auditors in this context. Process
mining algorithms produce process models by analyzing recorded event logs. Contemporary general purpose mining algorithms commonly use the temporal order of recorded events for determining the control flow in mined process models. The presented research shows how data dependencies related to the accounting structure of recorded events can be used as an alternative to the
temporal order of events for discovering the control flow. The generated models provide accurate
information on the control flow from an accounting perspective and show a lower complexity
compared to those generated using timestamp dependencies. The presented research follows a design science research approach and uses three different real world data sets for evaluation purposes.
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1 Introduction
Data explosion (Krcmar, 2010) and information overflow (van der Aalst, 2011a) are well known
phenomena that accompany the increasing integration of information technology into society and
business. The availability of large amounts of digital data provides extensive opportunities for
novel data analyses. This study focusses on the analysis of large data sets in the context of financial
audits.
Financial audits are carried out by external auditors. They are an important control mechanism
in order to enable stakeholders - such as investors or financial analysts - to make decisions based
on information that provides a true and fair view of the financial position and performance of the
reporting entity. The availability of abundant digital data opens up new ways for improving financial audits. However, it also introduces new challenges to the audit profession as it requires additional skills to deal with data that exhibits characteristics which are commonly discussed under the
term Big Data (Chen et al., 2012) in academia and society.
Financial year-end audits encompass different audit activities. An important aspect in contemporary risk-based audits is the testing of internal controls over financial reporting (Rittenberg et
al., 2008). In order to be able to assess the effectiveness of internal controls the auditor has to gain
an understanding of how the internal controls affect the business processes in an organization. The
activities carried out in order to process business transactions create the entries on the financial
accounts. An auditor requires an understanding of how the audited entity’s internal controls, business processes and financial accounts relate to each other in order to be able to carry out a financial
audit effectively. The International Standard on Auditing 315(Revised) requires that
“the auditor shall obtain an understanding of the information system, including the
related business processes, relevant to financial reporting (…)” (IFAC, 2012, sec.
18).1
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The rationale to audit business processes, related internal controls and information systems is the
assumption that well-controlled processes lead to complete, accurate, valid and authorized postings on the financial accounts.
The audit of internal controls becomes more complex with the increase of computer technology
that is used for transaction processing. Processes become more complex, are automated and generate amounts of data which can hardly be handled with traditional audit procedures. The results
are large data sets that form the basis for the preparation of financial statements which the auditor
has to issue an opinion upon.
Data analytics can be used to deal with large data sets. Yet, they are rarely used in the context
of financial audits. Scientific publications related to the analysis of large journal entry data sets are
almost absent.2 The study at hand focusses on process mining as a novel data analysis technique
to improve process audits as part of financial statement audits.
Process mining is a specific data analysis technique that uses recorded event log data to provide
information about business processes. Process mining algorithms produce models by analyzing
the available source event logs. They can potentially be used in the context of financial audits to
create reliable process models for audit purposes effectively and efficiently. During the testing of
internal controls auditors assess if the business processes that lead to the entries on the financial
accounts are well controlled in order to ensure that only complete, accurate, valid and authorized
transactions are recorded. Auditors, for example, assess if a procurement process is properly controlled to ensure that material postings on the relevant financial accounts, such as raw materials or
trade payables, are correct.
The type of information needed for process audits is contemporarily collected manually in a
time-consuming and error-prone way. External auditors traditionally employ manual audit procedures like interviews and the inspection of source documents during process audits. The application of process mining techniques would enable the auditor to generate reliable process models as
a source of information automatically. It would make manual data collection procedures for this
purpose obsolete. Instead of collecting relevant information via interviews during walkthroughs
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and the inspection of a very limited number of sampled source documents process mining can
potentially be used to produce reliable process models automatically by considering the entirety
of recorded transactions. Related to the aforementioned example of a procurement process auditors
would not need to carry out time-consuming and error-prone interviews. Instead they could use
process mining techniques to create models of the procurement process based on the actually recorded event data. Automating the model generation would set free resources that could then be
spent on the actual testing of internal controls and detected deviations from standard procedures.
Process mining projects are commonly carried out in different stages (van der Aalst et al., 2012):
planning and justification (stage 0), data extraction (stage 1), connecting the event log and creating
the control flow (stage 2), the creation of integrated process models (stage 3) and operational support (stage 4). This study focusses on the determination of the control flow (stage 2).
In order to be useful for process audits the mined models have to represent the underlying data
correctly and they must be readable to the auditors. The control flow provides information about
the structure of a process. It describes the sequence of activities that are carried out within a process. Contemporary general purpose process mining algorithms use the temporal order of events
to infer the control flow in mined process models. They require a specific structure of the event
log (van der Aalst, 2011a, chap. 4.2) in order to operate correctly. Data from common source
systems like Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems usually do not store financially relevant
event data to serve as input for general purpose process mining algorithms. Gehrke and MüllerWickop (2010) introduce a technique that allows to create an event log from ERP source data by
exploring specific data relationships between journal entries. Their approach is promising because
it uses the universal structure of accounting data which is in principle independent of the ERP
system used for transaction processing.
The algorithm introduced by Gehrke and Müller-Wickop (2010) maintains the original data
structure but at the cost that the generated event log is not suitable for traditional general purpose
mining algorithms. A main difference compared to traditional event logs is the characteristic that
traces3 in these types of event logs are not linear. In traditional event logs all events are strictly
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chronologically ordered. This means that each event has exactly one or no predecessor and one or
no successor. This is not the case for financially relevant data that served as input for this study.
The purchase of two different goods, for example, is often paid by a single payment. If an event
log containing non-linear traces is used as input for traditional general purpose process mining
these create overly complex models that, from an audit perspective, do not provide the necessary
information required by the auditor.4 The questions arise of how an event log, created on source
data from ERP systems by exploiting the general structure of journal entries, can be used in order
to infer the control flow of mined models? And how can this be done by simultaneously maintaining information on the relationship between business processes and the financial accounts?
This study answers these questions by introducing an alternative approach to infer the control
flow. The creation and linkage of the event log itself is demonstrated by Gehrke and MüllerWickop (2010). The main contribution of the study at hand is the presentation of a method to infer
the control flow by exploiting specific data dependencies that relate to the accounting structure
between recorded events instead of temporal dependencies. Journal entries recorded in ERP systems that follow a double-entry bookkeeping system and use an open item accounting structure
show specific data dependencies. This study shows how these dependencies can be technically
exploited to determine the control flow in mined process models. The aim is to provide process
models that accurately represent the control flow of the underlying business processes according
to the recorded journal entries. The generated models show a lower complexity due to the disentanglement of control flows on the process instance level. The model complexity in this context
serves as a technical proxy for the usability of the mined models.
Debreceny and Curtis (2015) summarize that accounting and auditing nowadays almost completely rely on computerized information systems. The Pathways Commission sponsored by the
American Accounting Association and American Institute of Certified Public Accountants warns
that “if the accounting community continues to (…) not understanding the technology and dynamic
business processes that run companies of the 21st century, the accounting profession has the potential to become obsolete” (AAA/AICPA, 2012, p. 68). An important aspect to prevent such a
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development is the integration of information systems and the data that is stored in those systems
to improve financial audits. Wang and Cuthbertson (2015) emphasize that the understanding and
the use of data analytics in audit engagements are still limited. The research presented in this study
contributes to the integration of research related to information systems to improve process audits.
The following section two discusses the research methodology that was used for this study.
Section three draws on contemporary literature to provide background information on process
mining, the role of business processes in financial statement audits and discusses how process
mining can be employed in this context. It also provides technical information about the structure
of recorded journal entries in ERP systems as well as event log preprocessing and case matching.
The latter aspects are important prerequisites for the introduction of the alternative control flow
inference method as the main research result in section four. The paper closes with a conclusion
and outlook to future research in section five.

2 Methodology
The research presented in this study follows a design science research (DSR) approach (Hevner et
al., 2004; March and Smith, 1995; Österle et al., 2010). The reason for choosing such an approach
is the proximity of the research question to the practical problems in auditing and the objective to
deliver artifacts that are valuable for the application domain.
DSR consists of the phases analysis, design, evaluation and diffusion (Österle et al., 2010). This
study was embedded into a larger research project which ran through several research cycles. The
overall project was concerned with the research question of how data analysis techniques can be
used to support financial audits in general. During the analysis phase empirical investigations were
conducted and published by Müller-Wickop et al. (2013) in order to identify the information needs
of external auditors during a process audit. This study focusses on the design and evaluation phase
of a particular research cycle with the aim to provide a method for the control flow inference of
mined process models that can be used to improve financial audits.
The primary research methods for the design of the presented solutions were method engineering (Brinkkemper, 1996) and prototyping. Method engineering is commonly used in information
systems science for the systematic design of methods (Wilde and Hess, 2007). A method in this
context consists of different parts (method fragments) that can be combined and reused (Harmsen
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et al., 1994). A new method can be engineered by combining existing method fragments in a new
manner or by developing completely new method fragments. The method fragments described by
Gehrke and Müller-Wickop (2010) and the Colored Petri Net specification presented in (Author
Citation) served as input for the development of the control flow inference method described in
this paper. This was implemented in a software prototype. Prototyping is traditionally used in software engineering (Naumann and Jenkins, 1982). It allows to develop a software artifact that implements the intended core functionality in iterative cycles. Prototyping was used as a research
method in this study in order to develop a software artifact which could be used for the evaluation
of the designed methods. Both control flow inference methods described in this study (traditional
timestamp dependent and alternative accounting data structure dependent) were implemented in a
software prototype on the basis of the Financial Process Mining (FPM) algorithm. The FPM algorithm was developed specifically for the context of financial audits (Gehrke and Müller-Wickop,
2010). The software prototype consists of an extraction module and a mining module.

Data Set
Industry
Records in BKPF
Records in BSEG
Mined Process Instances
Mined Process Models

Set 1
Manufacturing
1,764,773
7,395,434
1,035,805
841

Set 2
Media
156,604
559,506
18,975
516

Set 3
Retail
92,487
222,901
40,634
307

Table 1 Overview of Used Data Sets
The evaluation was carried out by conducting a computational simulation experiment.5 Extracted
data from ERP systems served as input for the experiment. The data was provided by companies
from three different industries (manufacturing, media and retail) operating in Germany that participated in the research project. The data was extracted from the companies’ operational SAP
systems and consisted of data extractions of the database tables BKPF and BSEG. BKPF stores
the data of recorded journal entries, BSEG of recorded journal entry items. An overview of the
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used data sets is provided in Table 1. This data served as input for the prototype. The output were
models that were tested by simulation. The mining results were further analyzed using descriptive
statistics to evaluate the output quantitatively.

3 Background
3.1 Process Mining
Process mining is a research area that first emerged in the context of software engineering (Cook
and Wolf, 1998, 1999). Research on process mining has matured in the past decades with the
development of powerful heuristic (Weijters et al., 2006), fuzzy (Günther and van der Aalst, 2007)
and genetic (de Medeiros, 2006) mining algorithms. The Process Mining Manifesto (van der Aalst
et al., 2012) provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary challenges in process mining.
An overview of basic and advanced concepts on process mining can be found in van der Aalst
(2011b).
Process mining has already been successfully applied in the context of internal audits (Jans et
al., 2008, 2010a, 2011, 2013, 2014) and financial audits (Author Citation). Several scholars have
also used general data mining techniques for auditing (Debreceny and Gray, 2011) and internal
fraud detection purposes (Debreceny and Gray, 2010; Jans et al., 2010b). Jans et al. (2014) used
the data from a financial service company in order to apply process mining in the context of internal audits. They prepared an event log by exploiting the specific data structure of recorded events
of a procurement process and used a general purpose process mining tool for mining. As described
in Jans et al. (2013) they created an event log that is suitable to be processed by the Disco software
tool (fluxicon, 2015). Their research actually uses existing process mining solutions and applies
them to the context of internal auditing. The study at hand chooses a different path. It aims to
develop solutions in forms of new methods in order to make the analysis tool fit the source data.
By doing so the study contributes to the set of available process mining techniques. It introduces
a control flow inference method that exploits the nature of journal entries. We are not aware of
any other research that investigates the accounting data structure of events for the inference of the
control flow in the context of financial audits.
A fundamental challenge in process mining is the creation of useful process models. Mined
process models are often too complex for simple interpretation and analysis. Extremely complex
7

process models are referred to as spaghetti processes in the process mining community due to their
graphical characteristics of intertwined arcs in the respective process models (van der Aalst,
2011b). Complexity reduction of process models has been addressed by scholars following different approaches. Advanced mining algorithms such as the Fuzzy Miner (Günther and van der Aalst,
2007) provide functionality to abstract from infrequent events and execution paths and are able to
deliver less complex process models. However, infrequent behavior might indeed be relevant for
compliance (Becker et al., 2012) and conformance checking purposes (van der Aalst and de Medeiros, 2005). Their omission in the process model might lead to process models that are of little use
especially in the context of financial audits. Other scholars suggest abstraction methods such as
aggregation and reduction to decrease complexity in process models (Reichert, 2012).
Approaches for organizational mining and social network analysis (Song and van der Aalst,
2008) focus on the resources that interact in a business process and exploit data referring to the
relationship between process participants and activities to create models that illustrate organizational structures and social networks. Organizational mining also uses information from the event
log other than the temporal order of events for the generation of models but with the objective to
discover the interaction of process participants. It therefore differs from the approach used in this
study.
The next subsections discuss the relationship between business processes and financial audits.
They highlight different aspect that have to be accounted for if process mining is used in the context of financial audits. It also serves as the foundation to illustrate how the suggested procedure
can be integrated into the overall audit process.

3.2 Financial Audits and Business Processes
A business process is a set of connected activities that in combination realize a specific business
goal (Reichert and Weber, 2012). The audit of business processes and related internal controls is
an essential part in contemporary risk-based approaches to audit financial statements (IDW, 2009;
IFAC, 2012; PCAOB, 2010). It requires that the auditor has a sufficient understanding about the
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relationship between business activities, financial accounts and internal controls.6 External auditors use process models to gain an understanding of the audited business processes, to identify
incomplete, inaccurate, invalid or unauthorized transaction processing and to assess the design
effectiveness of internal controls. These process models are usually created using traditional audit
procedures like interviews and inspections of available documents. Process models and textual
descriptions in current audit practice are prepared manually by using simple general purpose modeling tools such as Microsoft Visio, Powerpoint or Word. These procedures are highly time-consuming and error-prone. They become inefficient or even ineffective if the level of process automation and the volume of processed data increases. Contact persons from the audited entity traditionally serve as an important information source to gain information via interviews about relevant
business processes. If these are operated automatically without any or with just limited human
interaction the contact persons may not possess the necessary knowledge about relevant business
processes anymore and performed interviews might provide little if any reliable information. The
high volume of transactions, for example in telecommunication companies, make manual investigations over randomly selected samples very inefficient.

3.3 Process Mining for Financial Audits
Process mining is a relatively novel research area which can potentially help to efficiently produce
reliable process models. Process mining techniques can be used to create models in different
phases of the audit process. An audit engagement commonly consists of five phases that are illustrated in Figure 1. Process models are particularly relevant in the phases of the design and effectiveness testing of internal controls. External auditors require information about the structure of a
process and its impact on the financial accounts in order to decide if it has to be audited from a
materiality perspective or if it can be neglected. Such information is also necessary in order to
assess if internal controls are adequately implemented in order to prevent incomplete, incorrect,
invalid or unauthorized transactions.
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I. Information Collection and Risk Assessment
II. Design Effectiveness Testing of Internal
Controls
III. Operating Effectiveness Testing of Internal
Controls
IV. Substantive Audit Procedures
V. Reporting

Figure 1 Financial Statement Audit Process
Process mining could be used by auditors to create process models in an automated way to improve
the necessary information collection. However, these have to represent the underlying data adequately from an audit perspective. Process models generated via process mining can be assessed
according to different quality criteria. It is generally necessary to achieve an adequate compromise
between competing criteria depending on the requirements from the application domain. Depending on the used mining algorithm models usually show more behavior than recorded in the event
log or less. It is commonly not possible to create models that fulfill all criteria completely with a
single model. Rozinat and van der Aalst (2008) discuss four different quality criteria for mined
process models - fitness, precision, generalizability and structure - that can be used in order to
identify criteria that are important in the context of financial audits. Fitness refers to the ability of
a process model to replay the behavior that was recorded in the event log.7 Precision is the complementary criteria expressing that a process model should not allow behavior that was not recorded in the event log. Generalizability is the opposing criteria that refers to the ability of a process
model to abstract from the source event log and to allow additional behavior that is not recorded
in the log.8 Structure, or in other publications also called simplicity (van der Aalst, 2011a, chap.
5.4.3), refers to the structural complexity of a mined model.
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Fitting and precise models are important to prevent false positive and false negative audit results.9 It is shown in (Author Citation) how perfectly fitting and highly precise process models can
be generated by using recorded journal entries. This study investigates in detail how the source
data extracted from ERP systems can be used in order infer the control flow of mined models by
exploiting the underlying accounting data structure of recorded events. In terms of process model
quality criteria this study focusses on the criteria of structure. It refers to the graphical layout of a
model and it is related to the principle of Occam’s Razor10. Ceteris paribus a process model with
a lower complexity is superior to a model with a higher complexity.
This study shows how the specific data structure of recorded journal entries can be used to infer
the control flow in mined process model. This approach simultaneously creates less complex models in comparison to results that can be achieved by applying timestamp dependent control flow
inference.

3.4 Understanding the Structure of Recorded Journal Entries
ERP systems support and automate the operation of business processes. They produce entries on
financial accounts when processing financially relevant transactions. Entries in financial accounts
exhibit a specific structure that can be used to analyze the business processes that created these
entries. Each execution of a financially relevant activity in a business process creates an accounting
journal entry that is recorded.
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leading to false positive audit results if the model has a low fitness. Process models might lead to false negative audit
results if they show additional behavior (because of a low precision) that is interpreted by the auditor as incomplete,
inaccurate, invalid or unauthorized transactions but that in reality did not occur. A low fitness can decrease the audit
effectiveness if it leads to false positive audit results. A low precision can decrease the audit efficiency if it leads to
false negative audit results.
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Goods Received /
Invoices Received

Raw Materials
10,000 €

cleared 10,000 € 10,000 € cleared

Receive Goods

Trade Payables
10,000 €open

Receive Invoice

Figure 2 Example Business Process and Financial Accounts
A journal entry consists of at least two journal entry items, one on the debit and one on the credit
side of a financial account. Open items on an account are cleared by items belonging to other
journal entries. These are created by the execution of activities that belong to the same process
instance. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 2. It shows the financial accounts with the corresponding journal entry items and the activities that created them.
This relationship can formally be described using an Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram as
shown in Figure 3. Each rectangle represents an entity which is recorded as a table in the source
ERP system. For each entity different attributes are recorded. Figure 3 shows all attributes that are
relevant for this study. The attribute TransactionCode of the entity Journal Entry, for example,
describes the name of the transaction in the underlying ERP system that is executed in order to
process the corresponding activity. The transaction code in SAP ERP systems for the recording of
incoming invoices, for example, is MIRO. The attribute JournalEntryItemNr of entity Journal Entry Item is also called Line Number in other systems. The abbreviations PK and FK stand for primary key and foreign key.
The lines between the rectangles represent the relationship types between the entity types. The
numbers attached to the lines provide information about the cardinality of the relationship types.
For the ‘contains’ relationship these cardinalities mean that exactly one entity of the type Journal
Entry (cardinality 1) is always related to at least two different or more entities (cardinality 2…N)
of type Journal Entry Item. A journal entry represents a single event. When this event occurs a
journal entry is created in the source system that contains two or more journal entry items. This
relationship is illustrated via the ‘contains’ relationship in the ER diagram. Furthermore, an executed transaction clears none, one or many open items which is expressed via the ‘clears’ relationship (cardinality 0…N). On the other hand not all journal entry items are cleared by any other
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journal entry (cardinality 0…1)11. The Receive Invoice activity illustrated in Figure 2 creates a
journal entry that contains two journal entry items, one 10,000 € debit posting on the Goods Received / Invoices Received (GR/IR) account and one 10,000 € credit posting on the Trade Payables
account. It also clears the 10,000 € debit posting on the GR/IR account that was posted by activity
Receive Goods.
Journal Entry Item
Journal Entry
1
PK JournalEntryNr
UserName
PostingDate
TransactionCode

contains

0...1
clears

2...N PK
JournalEntryItemNr
PK/FK JournalEntryNr
AccountNr
Amount
CreditOrDebit
0...N FK
ClearingDocNr

Figure 3 ER Diagram for Accounting Data Structure12

The ER diagram in Figure 3 can also be expressed with the relations:

JE = {JournalEntryNr, UserName, PostingDate, TransactionCode}
JEI = {JournalEntryItemNr, JournalEntryNr, PositionNr, AccountNr, Amount,
CreditOrDebit, ClearingDocNr}
The attributes JournalEntryNr and ClearingDocNr in relation JEI are foreign keys referring to the
primary key JournalEntryNr in relation JE.
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Figure 3 shows the data structure of the underlying source system. From an accounting perspective a journal entry

item is cleared by one or more other items posted on the opposite side of the same account. The used source systems
do not link the clearing item directly to the cleared item but instead to the journal entry that created the clearing item.
For process mining purposes this difference has no influence on the mining results as the algorithm can be adjusted
depending on the actual implementation of data dependencies.
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3.5 Event Log Preprocessing and Case Matching
The application of process mining techniques in real scenarios is commonly conducted in five
different stages (van der Aalst et al., 2012). It starts with the planning and justification (stage 0)
followed by the data extraction (stage 1). Next, the connection of the event log and the creation of
the control flow is established (stage 2). The remaining stages (stages 3 and 4) deal with the creation of integrated process models and operational support.
A traditional event log is essentially a simple table as shown in Table 2. It consists of case IDs,
event IDs and data attributes such as the activity name or user who executed the activity. A case
represents a single execution of a business process. Each event represent an executed activity of
the business process. The recorded event data in common ERP systems is currently not matched
to cases. It is perceived as a data source of just medium data quality for process mining purposes
(van der Aalst et al., 2012) as the relationship between events and cases is not automatically recorded with the event data itself. It has to be inferred during or after the data extraction. In Table 2
this would mean that the relationship between column Case ID and Event ID is not yet established.
Column Case ID would be empty. For the inference of the control flow in the aforementioned
process mining stage 2 it is therefore not clear which events recorded in the event log data belong
to which case. However, the case matching13 is a necessary precondition for any process mining
algorithm to be able to determine the control flow and to complete stage 2.
The case matching for source data from ERP systems can be carried out by preprocessing the
available event data. Gehrke and Müller-Wickop (2010) provide an algorithm in this context that
can be used to match events to cases by exploiting the accounting data relationships between journal entries that are shown in Figure 3. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary journal entry ! ∈ #$
and searches all journal entry items that belong to this journal entry. The result is a set of journal
entry items #$%& ⊆ #$% where #()*+,-$+.*/0*& ∈ #$%& 1JournalEntryNr2. It then searches the
journal entries that cleared the journal entry items posted by !. 3#$& ⊆ #$ is the set of journal
entries 4 that cleared journal entry items posted by ! where #()*+,-$+.*/0*5 ∈
#$%& 1ClearingDocNr2. The algorithm then repeats the forward search of related journal items and
clearing journal entries for all elements 4 ∈ 3#$& . The algorithm stops when all leaves in the graph
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are found and then searches backwards to identify the journal entry items that were cleared by !
with 3#$%& ⊆ #$% where #()*+,-$+.*/0*& ∈ #$%1ClearingDocNr2. The forward and backward
search is repeated until no further related journal entries and journal entry items are found. All
journal entries and journal entry items that belong to the same process instance are marked in #$
and #$% with the corresponding case ID. A watch list 6 is used to prevent that the same journal
entries and journal entry items are traversed multiple times. The algorithm starts with the next 7 ∈
#$ ∧ 7 ∉ 6 when the forward and backward search for ! is finished. The result is an event log
consisting of two tables where each journal entry and journal entry item is matched to a case.
The algorithm presented by Gehrke and Müller-Wickop can be used to match recorded events
in an ERP system to cases. Applying their algorithm reveals an interesting aspect which is central
to the study at hand. The event log that can be generated by using their algorithm consists of two
tables. This data can be represented as a directed graph. An example of such a graph is shown in
Figure 5. This graph represents a single process instance. The data structure of this instance is
fundamentally different compared to the data which commonly serves as input for general purpose
mining algorithms. Common event logs such as shown in Table 2 are linear. All events that belong
to the same case are strictly ordered according to their time of execution (timestamp). This is not
the case for the type of data shown in Figure 5. It shows parallelism of events on the process
instance level. The reason for this constellation is explained in detail in the next section.
It could now be argued that the event log should be preprocessed in order to linearize it to make
it suitable for general purpose mining algorithms. Müller-Wickop and Schultz (2013) present an
algorithm that can be used to achieve this. They essentially suggest to cut a process instance that
shows parallelism on the process instance level into separate smaller instances. Applying their
approach to the example process instance would lead to an event log as shown in Appendix A. It
contains four different cases. Essentially one case is created for each individual branch in the original instance. However, this approach creates several undesired side effects. First, several events
in the event log are multiplied. This significantly disturbs subsequent quantitative analysis of the
mined model. Second, the disintegration neglects the attached data values, in this case the postings
on the financial accounts. It remains unclear how these should be treated. A simple multiplication
is not possible because as a result the aggregate posting values shown in the mined models would
not match the overall posting volume recorded on the financial accounts in the source system an-
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ymore. This study therefore maintains the original data structure to produce adequate process models at the cost that the generated event log is not suitable for traditional general purpose mining
algorithms anymore as shown in the next section.
To sum up, at this point it is important that the case matching is a necessary precondition to
further analyze the source data, but it does not infer the control flow. The control flow defines the
sequence of activities in a process and is a fundamental component in process models. The next
section describes how it can be determined by using the accounting data relationships illustrated
in Figure 3.

4 Accounting Data Structure Dependent Control Flow Inference
The previous section introduced background information crucial for describing the application domain and source data structure. This section investigates how the control flow can be determined
by exploiting the aforementioned structure. It starts with the description of an example process
instance in the next subsection which is used for illustration in the remainder of this section. The
example describes a single execution of a business process to explain the differences and to compare the varying outputs generated by a traditional timestamp dependent approach versus an accounting data structure dependent control flow inference. Figure 4 provides an overview of the
concept of abstraction levels that are commonly used in the context of business process management. It is useful to visualize the differences between business processes, business process instances and related model types.
Process mining algorithms usually produce process models that are located on level M1. A
business process model is an abstraction of a business process and consists of a set of activity
models and execution constraints between them (Weske, 2012).
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for Each Event and Data
Element of a Single Instance

M0

Figure 4 Horizontal Abstraction Levels in Business Process Management adapted from (Weske,
2012, p. 76)
A single execution of a business process is called process instance. Process models represent the
behavior of a set of process instances that belong to the same business process. A model representing a single process instance is called process instance model. These models are located on level
M0. Process models and process instance models generally include every activity only once. The
represented activity models in process instance and process models are already abstractions of a
set of executed activities. A process instance graph (van Dongen and van der Aalst, 2005) resides
on level M0 as well but provides more details compared to a process instance model. It refers to a
single process execution but each event is represented as a single activity in the model.
This study primarily refers to the process instance level with its related process graph and process instance models for ease of illustration. This abstraction level is used to unravel the reasons
why both approached, timestamp vs. accounting data structure dependent control flow inference,
create different results. However, the same mechanisms and conclusions are also valid for the
process model level.
The next subsection 4.1 introduces the example followed by a demonstration of the output using
traditional timestamp dependent control flow inference in subsection 4.2. Subsection 4.3 formalizes the specific data dependencies between journal entries necessary to determine the control
17

flow. Subsection 4.4 deals with specific data constellations observed in the source systems that
have to be taken into account whereas subsection 4.5 summarizes the different method fragments
and presents the output of the alternative control flow inference. Subsection 4.6 presents evaluations results before it is discussed of how the presented approach can generally be integrated into
the overall audit process in subsection 4.7.
4.1 Example Process Instance
Table 2 provides the event log for the example that was derived from a company operating in the
manufacturing industry.14 It shows the event log of only a single process instance which was typical for the procurement process. It was deliberately chosen from data set #1 because it illustrates
the average complexity of a mined process model and exhibits specific characteristics of the underlying source data.15
Case ID
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Event ID
(Journal Entry Number)
0050155443
0050155250
0015975223
0015975224
0015975221
0095348327
0095348517
0050157332
0015980342
0012490379
0007904673
0095359370

Timestamp
(Posting Date)
2010/01/02
2010/02/08
2010/02/17
2010/02/18
2010/02/19
2010/02/20
2010/02/21
2010/08/16
2010/09/03
2010/09/04
2010/09/05
2010/09/07

Activity
(Transaction Code)
Post Received Goods
Post Received Goods
Post Received Invoice
Post Received Invoice
Post Received Invoice
Clear Postings
Clear Postings
Post Received Goods
Post Received Invoice
Payment
Post with Clearing
Clear Postings

User
Name
User 6
User 7
User 5
User 5
User 5
User 1
User 1
User 4
User 3
User 2
User 1
User 1

Table 2 Example Event Log

14

The example is different to examples that are used in common accounting or accounting information systems liter-

ature like Considine et al., (2012), Gelinas (2014) or Romney and Steinbart (2008). However, this example was
deliberately chosen because it illustrates the common structure of recorded journal entries in contemporary ERP systems.
15

The average complexity of the mined models was 4.56 transitions per process model for data set #1, median 5,

standard deviation 2.07, maximum 15, and minimum 1. The statistics for data sets #2 and #3 were similar.
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Figure 5 illustrates the corresponding instance graph that can be generated by using the event log
preprocessing and case matching described earlier in this study. The figure uses an extended version of the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN). This illustration uses specific symbols
as introduced by Mueller-Wickop and Nuettgens (2014) for modelling financial accounts and account entries.16 It provides information on the activities that were executed, involved financial
accounts and posted values. The grey rectangles represent activities that were executed in the process. The BPMN group symbols (dotted colorless rectangles) represent the involved financial accounts. They consist of the account name and number at the top, the account symbol and credit or
debit postings. These posting are modelled as BPMN data objects (paper symbols). The color of
each of these object signifies if it is a debit or credit posting on a balance sheet (blue and yellow)
or profit and loss account (red and green).
The dotted single-headed arrows leading from an activity to a posting denote that the corresponding activity posted a journal entry item on the connected account.17 The dotted doubleheaded arrows denote that an entry item was cleared on the respective account by the connected
activity.18 The value of the posted or cleared item is displayed as an inscription for the corresponding data object.

16

The used software implementation uses Colored Petri Nets (CPN) as a mathematical foundation (Jensen and Kris-

tensen, 2009). The CPN models were manually transformed into BPMN models for illustration purposes in this study.
17

These arrows represent the ‘contains’ relationship illustrated in Figure 3.

18

These arrows represent the ‘clears’ relationship illustrated in Figure 3.
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Raw Materials
0001400100

4233.00 €

Goods / Invoices Received
0002810200
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4529.11 €
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4529.11 €
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15029.81 €
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1158.69 €
0050155443
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Post
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Post
Received Invoice

2010/01/02

2010/02/21
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Raw Materials
0001400100
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493.94 €

9411.94
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15029.81 €

15029.81 €

0050155250
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0012490379

0007904673

Post
Received Goods

Clear Postings

Post
Received Invoice

Payment

Post
with Clearing

2010/01/08

2010/02/20

2010/02/17

2010/09/04

2010/09/05

Clearing Differences
0005004040

Other Received Services
0004000070

15.14 €

1158.69 €

Bank Account
0001900111

15062.42 €

Bank Charges
0005035200

17.47 €

0015975224
Post
Received Invoice
2010/02/18

Raw Materials
0001400100

846.60 €

Goods / Invoices Received
0002810200

Other Received Services
0004000070

914.68 €

68.08 €

914.68 €

0050157332

0095359370

0015980342

Post
Received Goods

Clear Postings

Post
Received Invoice

2010/08/16

2010/09/07

2010/09/03

3.69 €

Figure 5 Example Process Instance Graph
The model represents an instance of a purchase process. It shows that three different events occurred for the recording of received goods. The receipt of goods recorded by the activity Post
Received Goods with the event ID 0050157332, for example, led to journal entry items posted on
the Raw Materials, Goods / Invoices Received and Other Received Services accounts. An invoice
was received for each obtained good. An additional invoice processed by the activity with event
ID 0015975224 was received with no corresponding recording of received goods. The open items
on the related accounts were cleared by using the dedicated activity Clear Postings. All received
invoices were subsequently cleared by the same payment. Intermediate postings were finally
shifted to the final accounts by using the activity Post with Clearing.
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The diagram provides a detailed overview of the structure of the process instance and illustrates
information on financial accounts as well as clearing and posting relationships between account
entries and activities that are relevant to reconstruct the logical order of events. It shows more
information than represented in Table 2 because it also shows the involved entries on the financial
accounts19. It also illustrates the specific characteristics of the used source data. Four different sets
of events (Goods Receipt, Invoices Receipt, Clear Postings) that result in different branches relate
to a single event (Payment). All of these events refer to a single execution of a business process
which ends with the final shifting of account entries from intermediate to final accounts. This
structure is different compared to traditional event logs where one event follows exactly one other
event within the same case. The source data represented in Figure 5 shows parallelism on the
process instance level because the activities in the separate branches were carried out independently from each other. This phenomenon is characteristic for financially relevant events recorded in ERP systems. The observed structure is different from traditional event logs but similar
constellations can also be found in very different application domains such as process mining for
knowledge sharing processes in online discussion forums (Wang et al., 2014). It is therefore not
idiosyncratic for accounting data from ERP systems.
The next subsection analyses the results that are generated if the traditional timestamp dependent control flow inference is used to generate a process instance model based on the used source
data.

4.2 Temporal Order
Figure 6 shows the model that is generated if the event log from Table 2 is used as input for inferring the control flow using the timestamps of events.20 The mining algorithm produces an instance

19

The complete event log used to generate the model in Figure 5 is included in Appendix B.

20

The model was created by using the software prototype described in this study. A semantically identical model can

also be created by using the event log from Table 2 as input for the general purpose process mining tool Disco (fluxicon, 2015) as shown in Table 7 Journal Entry Item Table
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model. It includes every activity only once (contrary to the instance graph in Figure 5) and therefore provides a higher level of abstraction than the model represented in Figure 5.21
The mined model shows a different structure than expected when compared to the graph in
Figure 5. Figure 5 actually shows four different branches that represent partial execution paths of
received goods and invoices that were all paid by the same payment run. The invoice in each
branch was received after the receipt of goods was recorded. We would therefore expect a process
model that shows the corresponding sequence of Post Received Goods → Post Received Invoice
→ Clear Postings → Payment → Post with Clearing. The model in Figure 6 instead shows many
different execution paths due to several short loops and a back loop from the Clear Postings activity to Post Received Goods.
1

1

1

2
Post
Received Goods

1

1
Post
Received Invoice

1
Payment

2

1
Post
with Clearing

Clear Postings

1

1

Figure 6 Discovered Process Instance Model Using the Temporal Order of Events
Figure 7 visualizes the reason for the differences.22 For better comparison the graphical positioning
of the activities has been kept constant compared to Figure 5. It shows the temporal dependencies
between the different events based on the recorded timestamps. The mining algorithm infers the
control flow according to the temporal sequence of events. The event Post Received Goods with
the event ID 0050155443 was the first event that occurred at the 2010/01/02.

Appendix C.
21

The model is not a process model because it only illustrates the behavior of a single process instance.
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A semantically identical model can be reproduced by the software Disco if all events are assigned separate activity

labels by, for example, substituting the activity labels by a combination of activity label and event ID (please compare
Appendix D).
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Post
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2010/02/17

2010/09/04
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1
Branch 3

1

0015975224

1
Post
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1

2010/02/18

1

0050157332

0095359370

0015980342

Post
Received Goods

Clear Postings

Post
Received Invoice

2010/08/16

2010/09/07

2010/09/03

1

1

Figure 7 Temporal Sequence
This event was followed by Post Received Goods with the event ID 0050155250 at the 2010/02/08.
The algorithm interprets this temporal dependency for reconstructing the control flow from event
0050155443 → 0050155250. This approach produces a process model that adequately illustrates
the temporal order of events. However, due to the parallelism of events on the instance graph level,
it is questionable if the inference is useful to understand the represented process.

4.3 Accounting Data Structure Dependent Order
The correct structure in terms of accounting logic can be modelled if the control flow is inferred
by analyzing which journal entry item was cleared by another activity using the ‘clears’ dependency depicted in Figure 3.
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Trade Payables
0002811000

Intermediate Account
0001900113

15029.81 €

15029.81 €

Bank Account
0001900111

15029.81 €

15062.42 €

0012490379

0007904673

Payment

Post
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2010/09/04

2010/09/05

Clearing Differences
0005004040

15.14 €

Bank Charges
0005035200

17.47 €

Figure 8 Accounting Data Structure Dependency
Figure 8 provides an illustration of this approach. The activity Payment posted a credit item with
the value of 15,029.81 € on the Intermediate Account. This item was cleared by the activity Post
with Clearing with a debit posting on the same account. The accounting data structure dependent
order for these activities can therefore be derived as Payment → Post with Clearing.
The accounting data structure dependencies of an activity : can formally be expressed as
;=< (% =< , ?< ) (Sun and Zhao, 2013) with
%< : is the input for :
?< : is the output for :
A: denotes the type of data dependency
They can be calculated as follows:
If activity B with #()*+,-$+.*/0*C ∈ #$ 1#()*+,-$+.*/0*2 posted %.DEC

with

#()*+,-$+.*/%.DE0*C ∈ #$%1#()*+,-$+.*/%.DE0*2 then %.DEC ∈ ?C .
If activity F with #()*+,-$+.*/0*G ∈ #$ 1#()*+,-$+.*/0*2 cleared any posted journal entry
item then the selection #$%G 13-D,*!+HI(40*: #()*+,-$+.*/0*2 ≠ ∅.
If #()*+,-$+.*/%.DE0*C ∈ #$%G 1#()*+,-$+.*/%.D+0*2 then a ‘clears’ relationship exists
between %.DEC and activity F. This implies %.DEC ∈ %GM and the mandatory dependency
B → OF because of ?C ∩ %GM ≠ ∅ with %.DEC ∈ ?C ∧ %.DEC ∈ %GM .
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Each mandatory dependency is represented as a control arc as shown in Figure 8 (red arrow). These
dependencies can be calculated for all recorded activities in the event log to determine the complete
accounting data structure dependent control flow of a process instance.
It is further necessary to identify end and start nodes to create complete models. This is quite
trivial as start nodes can be determined by identifying activities that do not have any mandatory
incoming dependencies and end nodes do not have any outgoing mandatory dependencies:
Q is the set of start nodes with : RSTUS V Q if {:& →

O:

$ is the set of start nodes with : XY= V $ if { : XY= →

RSTUS

O: &

∀ !} = ∅

∀ !} = ∅

4.4 Clearing Deadlocks
A problem arises with activities that do not post any items but only clear items posted by other
activities. This constellation occurs when the open items that were created by one activity are not
directly cleared by the activity that creates the clearing items but instead by another dedicated
exclusive clearing activity which does not create any postings itself.
An

activity

:

is

called

an

exclusive

clearing

activity

if #()*+,-$+.*/0*< ∈

#$% 13-D,*!+HI(40*2 ∧ #()*+,-$+.*/0*< ∉ #$% 1#()*+,-$+.*/0*2. The resulting constellation, which we call a clearing deadlock, is illustrated in Figure 9. It shows that the open credit
posting created by the activity Post Received Goods on the Goods / Invoices Received account was
not directly cleared by the following activity Post Received Invoice although this created the corresponding debit posting on the same account. Instead the exclusive clearing activity Clear Postings was actually used to match the cleared and clearing journal entry items. This type of constellation provides additional flexibility in matching cleared and clearing postings which might explain why it occurs frequently in the used data set. 23

23

Exclusive clearing activities were identified in 2.01 % of the instances from data set #1, 7.87 % from data set #2

and 20.66 % from data set #3.
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Goods / Invoices Received
0002810200

914.68 €

0050157332

0095359370

0015980342

Post
Received Goods

Clear Postings

Post
Received Invoice

2010/08/16

2010/09/07

2010/09/03

Raw Materials
0001400100

846.60 €

914.68 €

Other Received Services
0004000070

68.08 €

3.69 €

Trade Payables
0002811000

910.99 €

Figure 9 Clearing Deadlock

Due to the fact that the Clear Postings activity did not create any other posted item the accounting
data structure dependent control flow ends at this activity and it would be defined as an end node.
This is a problem because the clearing activity is actually not an end node. In reality the process
does not end before the activity Post with Clearing. Such a constellation cannot be neglected because the additional end nodes would imply invalid information about the actual process structure.
This outcome can be prevented by solving identified deadlocks by using graph transformations
(Rozenberg, 1997). Clearing activities clear items from two or more other activities. At least one
of these activities must have posted an additional item that was cleared by another activity different
from the clearing activity for a deadlock to appear. Otherwise the clearing activity would represent
a valid end node and such a constellation would not be considered a clearing deadlock.
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Activity C

Clearing
Activity X

Clearing
Activity X

Activity A

Activity A

a) Deadlock Constellation

b) Deadlock Resolution

Figure 10 Deadlock Resolution
Figure 10a) provides an illustration of a typical constellation. Items from activities B and F were
cleared by the exclusive clearing activity Z. One or more additional items from activity F were
also cleared by activity 3. Because activity B has no further outgoing control arcs it is reasonable
to assume that it is logically ordered before activity F and that the process continued with activity
3 after B, F and Z took place. The related sub-graph can be substituted by an amended sub-graph
as illustrated in Figure 10b).

4.5 Output of the Accounting Data Structure Dependent Sequencing
The formerly explained procedures for (1) defining causal dependencies, (2) removing clearing
deadlocks and (3) defining start and end nodes can be combined to produce a process instance
model. Figure 11 shows its output for the example event log. It visualizes the effect of the accounting data structure dependent control flow inference. The positioning of the activities has been kept
constant compared to Figure 5 and Figure 7. The first, third and fourth branch show the control
flow sequence Post Received Goods → Post Received Invoice → Clear Postings. The second
branch only consists of the sequence Post Received Invoice. All branches follow the subsequent
sequence Payment → Post with Clearing.
The illustrated instance therefore contains the control flow paths:
:: Post Received Goods → Post Received Invoice → Clear Postings → Payment → Post with
Clearing
[: Post Received Invoice → Payment → Post with Clearing
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Figure 11 Accounting Data Structure Dependent Sequence
Figure 12 shows the corresponding process instance model. In contrast to the previous models
Figure 12 shows the complete BPMN model including the financial accounts and journal entry
items. In comparison to the process instance graph shown in Figure 11 the process instance model
in Figure 12 only shows each activity type once. As a result the different branches present in Figure
11 have been merged.24 The numbers on the control flow arcs indicate the frequency of how often
the represented control flow was inferred based on the data represented by the process instance.
The aggregation that is necessary to create a process instance model results in two additional
paths:
\: Post Received Goods → Post Received Invoice → Payment → Post with Clearing
δ: Post Received Invoice → Clear Postings → Payment Post → with Clearing.

24

For a detailed description of how the merging can be done please refer to (Author Citation).
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Figure 12 Discovered Process Instance Model Using Accounting Data Structure Dependencies
The model in Figure 12 is less complex in terms of structure than the model in Figure 6. Both
models show the same number of activities but the model from Figure 12 shows 8 control flow
arcs (bold single headed arrows) whereas the model in Figure 6 shows 11 control flow arcs.
Both approaches introduce execution paths that are not reflected in the original data. This means
that the precision of both models is not perfect. The model in Figure 12 introduces 2 additional
execution paths \ and δ compared to the underlying process instance graph shown in Figure 5.
The model shown in Figure 7 shows exactly one path. The model created using timestamp-based
control flow inference shown in Figure 6 shows 16 different paths.25 The high number of additional
paths for the timestamp dependent control flow inference is due to the additional control flow arcs
and loops in the model as discussed before.

25

These numbers were calculated by counting the different execution paths without considering the cardinality of the

individual control arcs.
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This subsection has summarized the method for inferring the control flow by exploiting the
accounting data structure for recorded events and presented the outcome of its application by using
a single example. The following subsection focusses on the complexity of the mined models and
provides a quantitative analysis for the complete data sets used for this study.

4.6 Evaluation
As introduced in the introductory section this study deals with the research questions of:
(1) How an event log, created on source data from ERP systems by exploiting the general
structure of journal entries, can be used in order to infer the control flow of mined models?
(2) And how can this be done by simultaneously maintaining information on the relationship
between business processes and the financial accounts?
The method described in the previous subsections illustrates how the control flow can be determined by exploiting the data structure of journal entries. Figure 12 illustrates the outcome for the
example used in this study. It shows the relationship between the different process activities, the
financial accounts and the posted values.
The aim of the evaluation described in this section is to provide quantitative data for the overall
data sets that served as input for this study. In order to assess if the control flow inference worked
properly for the whole data set, produced models were tested for specific model characteristics. A
model was considered as being mined correctly if it represented the control flow and posting behavior according to the represented real business process. To assess the model correctness mined
models were tested for soundness (van der Aalst and Stahl, 2011) by using the academic software
Renew (University of Hamburg, 2015). The testing included the assessment of proper completion,
option to complete, absence of dead transitions, and safeness for all places except account places.
The second part of the evaluation dealt with the inspection of how the models mined by using
the accounting data structure dependent control inference method differ from models mined using
the traditional timestamp dependent control flow inference. It is assumed that mined models using
the new method are less complex. This should be the case because the accounting data structure
dependent control flow inference prevents the generation of loops in the process instance models
that are the results of intertwining control flows of parallel branches that are created by timestamp
dependent control flow inference.
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The data sets described in Table 1 served as input for both, the timestamp dependent control
flow inference and the accounting data structure dependent control flow inference. The same algorithm was used - once configured for timestamp dependent inference and once configured for
accounting data structure dependent inference - for the evaluation to ensure the comparability of
the generated output.
The output was analyzed quantitatively in a second step in order to compare the complexity of
the produced models. Several metrics exist to measure the complexity of process models (Rozinat
et al., 2008). The metric structural appropriateness measures the complexity of a process model
by counting the number of included tasks (Rozinat and van der Aalst, 2008). Structural precision
and structural recall measure the amount of causality relations that a mined model has in common
with a reference model. The metrics duplicates precision and duplicates recall measure how many
duplicate tasks a mined model has in common with a reference model (de Medeiros, 2006). The
metrics structural precision, structural recall, duplicates precision, and duplicates recall are not
suitable for measuring the complexity in our experimental setup because they require a reference
model for comparison. The metric structural appropriateness only considers the number of modeled activities. Using the data dependencies of activities for process mining has no effect on the
number of represented activities because only the sequence of activities is different which is modelled via control arcs. We therefore used the number of control arcs as a suitable complexity measure for the study at hand.
The analysis of the outputs revealed that a major part of the mined models from our data sets
represent trivial process instances that consist of only one activity. Such trivial instance models do
not differ in complexity if the temporal or accounting data structure dependent order of events is
used because the sequence is always the same if just one activity is involved. We therefore focused
on nontrivial models (consisting of more than four activities) and complex models (consisting of
more than seven activities) assuming that the complexity reduction is higher for more complex
models.
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Nontrivial Models (# of Activities > 4)
Data
Set
1
2
3

Timestamp
# of arcs per model
mean
max
9.67
43.00
12.25
194.00
12.23
158.00

Accounting Data Structure
# of arcs per model
mean
max
9.55
21.00
11.26
125.00
10.70
71.00

reduction in %
mean
1.32
8.12
12.47

max
51.16
35.57
55.06

Table 3 Complexity Reduction for Nontrivial Models

Complex Models (# of Activities > 7)
Data
Set
1
2
3

Timestamp
# of arcs per model
mean
max
24.89
43.00
23.17
194.00
32.90
158.00

Accounting Data Structure
# of arcs per model
mean
max
16.33
21.00
20.19
125.00
21.70
71.00

reduction in %
mean
34.39
12.88
34.04

max
51.16
35.57
55.06

Table 4 Complexity Reduction for Complex Models
Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the evaluation results for the used data sets.26 Table 3 shows the
mean and maximum values of control arcs represented in mined nontrivial models. The values are
provided in separate columns for the timestamp dependent and the accounting data structure dependent control flow inference. The columns on the right-hand side show the reduction in complexity. The figures reveal that the average complexity reduction is modest ranging from 1.32 to
12.47 percent. Table 4 shows the results for complex instance models. The reduction is significantly higher for complex models ranging from 12.88 to 34.04 percent. The complexity reduction
for the most complex model was 51.16 percent for data set 1, 35.57 percent for data set 2 and 55.06
percent for data set 3.
The evaluation results confirm that the presented control flow method can be used to create
correct process models. These adequately model the control flow that has been recorded in the
source systems by exploiting the accounting data structure dependency between recorded events.
The mined models are significantly less complex if they are nontrivial. The model complexity can

26

A random sample consisting of 100,000 instances was used for data set 1 due to computational constraints.
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be seen as a technical proxy for the usability of the mined models. Ceteris paribus process models
with a lower complexity are superior to models with a higher complexity. Under this aspect the
evaluation results confirm that the presented control flow method is superior to the timestamp
dependent control flow inference for the used type of source data.
However, it is questionable if a reduced model complexity is indeed an aim in itself or if it has
to be embedded into the application context. The presented type of evaluation does not assess if
the presented approach will actually add value to real process audits carried out by external auditors. This type of evaluation would require different evaluation methods such as field studies or
field experiments. The study at hand focusses on the evaluation if the presented solutions work
properly from a technical perspective which is a fundamental prerequisite before they can be tested
with alternative evaluation methods such as field studies or experiments. This type of evaluation
is intended for future research.
Another limitation of the presented results is the fact that it only refers to the data that is stored
in the SAP database tables BKPF and BSEG. This means that just those events are considered that
produce entries on the general ledger balance sheet as well as profit and loss accounts. Auditors
are usually also interested in process activities that do not necessarily lead to entries on the financial accounts such as the creation of purchase requisitions or orders. These can be relevant because
internal controls might be in place that ensure that only correct requisitions and orders are created
that later on in the process lead to the processing of the received goods, invoices and payments.
Those events that do not create entries on the financial accounts are not covered by the presented
approach so far.

4.7 Integration into to the Audit Process
This subsection deals with the question of how the presented mining and control flow inference
approach can be integrated into the existing auditing process. As discussed in section 3.2 the audit
process consists of different phases. Process mining can potentially be used to improve audit procedures especially in the design and operating effectiveness testing of internal controls. Here the
auditor requires information about how business processes are supported by information systems,
how they relate to the financial accounts, and how they are controlled. Using process mining in
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these phases enables the auditor to get a reliable picture of the relevant business processes. Reliability is ensured because the designed models base on actually recorded event data. This is not the
case for traditional modelling techniques that are used by auditors as these primarily refer on information received in interviews or the manual inspection of a small number of source documents.
The suggested solution provides the advantage that it does not only model the control flow but
also shows the postings on the financial accounts as demonstrated in Figure 12. This information
can be used to assess which processes are material and which are not. The advantage of the proposed solution is the fact that the mined models show the structure of the underlying processes
correctly from an accounting perspective and that they are less complex.
Table 1 shows the number of mined process instances and process models for the used evaluation data sets. The study at hand focusses on the process instance level. In (Author Citation) it is
shown how these can be merged to perfectly fitting and highly precise process models. The used
mining algorithm merges such process instances that show exactly the same control flow. The
generated models differ from the individual process instance models because the process models
represent the posting volume of all represented process instances.
The resulting number of process models may still seem to be high for audit purposes. However,
when analyzing the mined process models derived from data set #1 it turns out that a significant
number of process models just represent trivial or very infrequent process variants. Of the overall
841 process models in data set #1 145 represent trivial process instances consisting of only one or
two activities. Of the remaining process model, 413 process models represent just one process
instance. These are very infrequent process variants. Just 17 from the 841 process models actually
represent non-trivial processes with more than 100 instances. These are the models that are particularly interesting from a process audit perspective.
In the overall audit process the proposed mining approach could be used to first receive an
overview of the processes that exist in an organization and how these relate to the financial accounts. The generated models can be used as an additional information source, to confirm management expectations about how processes are structured and to plan and to carry out the design
and operating effectiveness testing of internal controls. The auditor can identify those business
processes that represent a material number of process executions and postings on the financial
accounts. These can then be tested by assessing internal controls relevant for these processes.
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Those processes that are trivial or infrequent but represent material postings (outliers) can be inspected via targeted testing. Trivial and infrequent process instances that are not material can be
tested via statistical sampling.
The approach presented in this study aims to discover processes in an organization and to provide information of how these relate to the financial accounts. Models as shown in Figure 12 illustrate how processes are structured from an accounting perspective and how they relate to the
financial accounts. This is a valuable information during the audit process according to empirical
studies (Müller-Wickop et al., 2013). However, in its current state the presented solutions are not
designed to automate the testing itself. The presented accounting structure dependent control flow
inference is useful to model correct process models that shows the structure of the underlying
processes from an accounting perspective. However, this can just be seen as a step towards the
automation of process audits and it does not answer all questions that are relevant during such
audits. For example, the presented approach uses the data dependencies inherent to accounting
entries to infer the control flow. The time perspective is therefore neglected. During the operating
effectiveness testing of internal controls it might be important to know if a certain time sequence
of events was followed or not. If, for example, an invoice was received and paid before the received
goods were recorded this might be an indication of a compliance violation, or it could just be
attributable to the specific characteristics of the inspected process. In order to assess if violations
have actually occurred additional analyses are required. These could include the analysis of time
sequence anomalies, violations of segregation of duties or social network analyses.
The presented approach focusses on the discovery of the process models by incorporating the
information needs of external auditors and the specific characteristics of the available source data.
The manual information gathering and modelling of relevant business processes uses a large
amount of audit resources in current audits. Automating these procedures would set free resources
that could then be spent on the actual testing of these processes and improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of process audits. Solutions that automate the conformance and compliance checking of
mined models itself have to be covered in future research.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook
External auditors face new challenges with the ongoing integration of information technology for
the processing of business transactions. This study investigates how process mining can be used
to improve process audits that are an important part of financial audits. It focusses on source data
from ERP systems and investigates how this data can be used in a novel way to produce less
complex process models that provide accurate information on the control flow from an accounting
perspective.
Traditional process mining algorithms use the time dependencies between recorded events in
order to infer the control flow. These are not suitable for financially relevant data recorded in ERP
systems where recorded events are not yet matched to cases and where these cases are non-linear.
This study introduces a novel method to exploit the accounting data structure dependencies of
recorded events rather than the temporal order for inferring the control flow. The evaluation shows
that sound process models can be generated with this approach that are less complex compared to
those produced by timestamp dependent control flow inference.
The provided solution can potentially be employed in financial audits to provide external auditors information about relevant business processes effectively and efficiently. Its application would
contribute to the reduction of the current imbalance between automated transaction processing of
large data sets on the companies’ and manual audit procedures on the auditors’ side. It would set
free audit resources that are currently spent on documenting standard business processes and related internal controls. These would then be available for the actual audit of the processes and of
non-standard transactions which commonly exhibit a higher audit risk. This should lead to overall
improved financial statement audits.
The presented method has been evaluated by using extensive real world data that was provided
by companies operating in different industries. Although the data sets are extensive they only included event data from SAP systems. It can therefore not be concluded that the results are also
valid for other ERP systems. However, due to the fact that the chosen methods exploit the generic
structure of accounting entries which need to be supported by all information systems used for
accounting it is very likely that they are also applicable for other systems. The evaluation demonstrated that the designed methods work correctly and achieved a significant reduction of model
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complexity. However, it did not provide information if the presented solutions will also be accepted and are useful in real world organizational settings. Additional research in the form of field
studies or experiments will be conducted in future research to address this aspect.
Scholars and professionals have pointed out that it is necessary to integrate research related to
information systems for accounting and auditing purposes to keep pace with the technological
progress (AAA/AICPA, 2012; Debreceny and Curtis, 2015). The research results presented in this
study are a step towards the development of computerized process audit procedures. Forthcoming
research will deal with the question of how transactional data like journal entries can be combined
with control-related data from ERP systems in order to be able to assess in an automated manner
if a specific business process was well-controlled or not. This will enable auditors to rely on the
control mechanisms that are implemented in operational information systems and to get audit comfort about relevant business processes by using automated audit procedures.
This study focusses on the application domain of financial audits. It demonstrates how information on the structure of accounting data can be used to infer the control flow in process models.
Similar requirements also exist in other application scenarios. Wang et al. (2014), for example,
faced difficulties in using traditional process mining algorithms for mining knowledge sharing
processes in online discussion forums because of concurrency of events in process instances. Using
an alternative control flow inference approach by considering domain specific data dependencies
might also improve mining results in similar application scenarios.
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Appendix A
Case ID
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

Event ID
0050155443
0015975221
0095348517
0012490379
0007904673
0050155250
0015975223
0095348327
0012490379
0007904673
0015975224
0012490379
0007904673
0050157332
0015980342
0095359370
0012490379
0007904673

Timestamp
2010/01/02
2010/02/19
2010/02/21
2010/09/04
2010/09/05
2010/02/08
2010/02/17
2010/02/20
2010/09/04
2010/09/05
2010/02/18
2010/09/04
2010/09/05
2010/08/16
2010/09/03
2010/09/07
2010/09/04
2010/09/05

Activity
Post Received Goods
Post Received Invoice
Clear Postings
Payment
Post with Clearing
Post Received Goods
Post Received Invoice
Clear Postings
Payment
Post with Clearing
Post Received Invoice
Payment
Post with Clearing
Post Received Goods
Post Received Invoice
Clear Postings
Payment
Post with Clearing

Table 5 Adjusted Preprocessed Event Log

Table 5 shows the results when the example process instance shown in Figure 5 is preprocessed
by using the algorithm introduced by Müller-Wickop and Schultz (2013). Figure 13 illustrates the
model mined by the general purpose process mining software Disco (fluxicon, 2015) if the event
log from Table 5 is used as input. The preprocessing of the event logs multiplies several activities
in the model. The data perspective is neglected.
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Figure 13 Mined Disco Model for Preprocessed Event Log
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Appendix B
Table 6 and Table 7 show the complete event log for the process instance shown in Figure 5. This
event log is the output of the method described by Gehrke and Müller-Wickop (2010) which is
formalized in section 3.5.

Case ID
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

JournalEntryNr
(BELNR)
0050155443
0050155250
0015975223
0015975224
0015975221
0095348327
0095348517
0050157332
0015980342
0012490379
0007904673
0095359370

UserName
(USNAM)
User 6
User 7
User 5
User 5
User 5
User 1
User 1
User 4
User 3
User 2
User 1
User 1

TransactionCode (TCODE)
MB01 (Post Received Goods)
MB01 (Post Received Goods)
MIRO (Post Received Invoice)
MIRO (Post Received Invoice)
MIRO (Post Received Invoice)
FB1S (Clear Postings)
FB1S (Clear Postings)
MB01 (Post Received Goods)
MIRO (Post Received Invoice)
F110 (Payment)
FB05 (Post with Clearing)
FB1S (Clear Postings)

PostingDate (BUDAT)
20100102
20100208
20100217
20100218
20100219
20100220
20100221
20100816
20100903
20100904
20100905
20100907

Table 6 Journal Entry Table

Case
ID

JournalEntryNr
(BELNR)

JournalEntryItemNr (BUZEI)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0007904673
0007904673
0007904673
0007904673
0012490379
0012490379
0050155250
0050155250
0050155250
0050155443
0050155443
0050155443
0050157332
0050157332
0050157332

1
2
3
4
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

ClearingDocNr
(AUGBL)

0007904673
0095348327

0095348517

0095359370
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Amount
(DMBTR)

Account
(HKONT)

15,062.42 €
15.14 €
15,029.81 €
17.47 €
15,029.81 €
15,029.81 €
8,918.00 €
9,411.94 €
493.94 €
4,233.00 €
4,529.11 €
296.11 €
846.60 €
914.68 €
68.08 €

0001900111
0005004040
0001900113
0005035200
0002811000
0001900113
0001400100
0002810200
0004000070
0001400100
0002810200
0004000070
0001400100
0002810200
0004000070

CreditOrDebit
(SHKZG)
H
S
S
S
S
H
S
H
S
S
H
S
S
H
S

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0015975221
0015975221
0015975221
0015975223
0015975223
0015975223
0015975224
0015975224
0015980342
0015980342
0015980342

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3

0012490379
0095348517
0012490379
0095348327
0012490379
0012490379
0095359370

4,586.87 €
4,529.11 €
57.76 €
8,373.26 €
9,411.94 €
1,038.68 €
1,158.69 €
1,158.69 €
910.99 €
914.68 €
3.69 €

Table 7 Journal Entry Item Table
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0002811000
0002810200
0004000070
0002811000
0002810200
0004000070
0002811000
0004000070
0002811000
0002810200
0004000070

H
S
S
H
S
H
H
S
H
S
H

Appendix C
Figure 14 shows the process instance model created by using the event log from Table 2 as input
for the general purpose process mining tool Disco (fluxicon, 2015). It is semantically identical to
the model shown in Figure 6.

Figure 14 Disco Process Instance Model for Timestamp-based Control Flow Inference
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Appendix D
Figure 15 shows the instance graph model for the example process instance which can be generated
by using the Disco software. To produce this type of model the TransactionCode and JournalEntryNr from Table 6 where merged in order to create a unique activity name for each recorded
event. The created model is semantically identical to the one shown in Figure 7.

Figure 15 Disco Process Instance Graph Model for Timestamp-based Control Flow Inference
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